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Discussion: Control of ground movements - Risk issues and instrumentation

Q. J. Leiper
Tarmac Construction Ltd, Wolverhampton, UK

1. INTRODUCTION

' During the discussion for Session 3, two
contributions were made. The first relates to risk

issues related to the control of grotmd movements,
and the second was related to the use of electro

levels in site instrtunentation designed to measure
settlement.

2. RISK-ISSUES RELATED TO CONTROL OF

SETTLEMENT

Contractors are in the risk business. They, know

how to assess and quantify risk. Clients frequently

.do not fully understand the risks involved in

construction and in general would prefer to obtain a

known 'product' for a fixed price. With particular

reference to the grouting and instrumentation

packages on the Jubilee Line Extension project, the

client specified requirements for maximum

settlement and tilt to buildings and structures

affected by the tunnelling. In some cases, and not

always for technical "°\ reasons, it was_ specified that

certain buildings and structures should be subject to

mandatory sLu'veys and protection.

The risk, however, remains firmly with the
contractor who has made an assessment of the

protective measures necessary to comply with the

specified movement tolerances and to mitigate the

particular construction or financial risks identified.

In the control of ground movements compensation

grouting is only one of a ntunber of measures under

consideration. Other techniques include

underpinning and in tunnel methods, such as quality,

speed of tunnelling, forepoling, segment type and

grouting. Tarmac have opted to keep grouting and

monitoring in one single subcontract at the Jubilee

Line Extension Contract 101 site. It is considered

that this reduces the lines of both communication

and responsibility and enables us as a main

contractor to more efficiently control and engineer
the works.

\
\

3. ON THE USE OF ELECTRO LEVELS FOR

MONITORING GROUND MOVEMENT

The discussion on electrolevels should be put into
context for the benefit of the overseas visitors who

have not followed the recent articles on this topic in

the construction press. A criticism has been made

that electrolevels are completely unnecessary since

precise levelling will do the job more reliably and at
low cost. The article was based on a contract in

London, where several thousand electronic

instruments have been installed. In short, the

published view was that too much electronic

instrtunentation was being used, it was unreliable

and the results were meaningless.

I have no direct knowledge of the particular

contract referred to in the press, and can only

comment on our own experience at Tannac. In the

first instance, it is a good principle in geotechnical

instrumentation to have duplication of instruments

or two measurement methods in high risk areas to
ensure that results can be both calibrated and

validated. This principle is fundamental to the JLE

monitoring philosophy.

In the Author's view, there are probably too many

electronic instruments being installed. A sensible

judgmental approach is required to satisfy both the

engineering and public relations criteria. With

regard to reliability, it is disturbing to hear that this

remaiiis a maj or problem; of course this is

compotmded by putting in too many instruments.



On the Jubilee Line Extension Contract 101 site

(JLEl0l), the Whole philosophy of both grouting

and instrumentation was established prior to any

discussions withpotential sub-contractors. The
main concerns' about instrumentation for the Main

Contractor were reliability of instrumentation and

processing and presentation of data. In light of

experience on JLEIOI to date, the key benefits of
electronic instrumentation are that real time data are

available on a continuous basis and that with proper

processing, good data are available for decision n

making. ._
A key philosophy at JLEI 01 was to establish in

ground instrumentation, which has enabled early
identification of ground settlement and enabled a

timely grouting response. It was also appreciated

that there would be a learning curvefor all parties

and that a good understanding of ground response to

the grouting process was required. The grouting

philosophy was therefore to -grout, with controlled

pressures and volumes as soon as ground movement

was detected. It is pleasing to report that the

electrolevels are proving extremely reliable and that

good in-ground data have enabled ground

movements at the surface to be tightly controlled.

Finally, the importance of good and regular

communication between all parties must be

emphasised. It is important for both ILE and

Contractors teams to understand the grouting and

instrtunentation philosophy and the results achieved

to date to ensure that future Work isproperly

engineered, monitored and controlled.


